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The development of moral judgment Later development CHAPTER 4: SENSORY PROCESSES VISION （割当量調整のため1回飛ばします）

… wider social issues rather than just
personal and interpersonal situations.

… that would be so blurred as to be useless
in any practical sense.

The American psychologist Lawrence
Kohlberg extended Piaget's work on moral
reasoning to …

Cultural differences in attachment
classifications

Our senses are our input systems. From
them we acquire data about the world
around us, which …

Seeing light Theories of color vision

PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

Self-esteem CHARACTERISTICS OF SENSORY
MODALITIES

（割当量調整のため1回飛ばします） Sensation and perception: a preview

Temperament Gender identity and sex typing Difference thresholds: detecting changes in
intensity

（割当量調整のため1回飛ばします） AUDITION

… across time (Chess & Thomas, 1984;
Thomas & Chess, 1986, 1977).

（割当量調整のため1回飛ばします） Cognitive-developmental theory. Suprathreshold sensation Dark adaptation The auditory system

This early research on the stability of
temperament was criticized on several
methodological grounds. …

Gender schema theory. Signal detection theory Seeing patterns Hearing sound intensity

Early social behavior ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT Hits and false alarms Seeing color Hearing pitch

Attachment Psychological effects of puberty Sensory coding （割当量調整のため1回飛ばします） OTHER SENSES

… allowed to interact with their peers during
the first six months.

Although generalizing from research on
monkeys to human development requires
care, there is …

Identity development Coding of intensity and quality Color mixture The olfactory system

… Erikson called this unsuccessful outcome
identity confusion.

…  The more intense the stimulus, the more
neurons are activated.

Parenting styles Erikson's theory about adolescent identity
development has been tested and extended
by other …

Coding the quality of a stimulus is a more
complex matter. The key idea behind coding
quality was …

Implication of the matching-by-three-
primaries law

Gustation

(CHAPTER 3 の終わりまで)


